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Abstract
According to ﬁrst-principles calculations performed on Ce-doped and Ce,La-codoped yttrium
aluminum garnet (YAG) Y3 Al5 O12 , the eﬀect of La-codoping on the local structure around Ce
defects in Ce:YAG is an anisotropic expansion in overall, in opposition to recent propositions of
local lattice compression. Its eﬀect on the lowest Ce3+ 4f → 5d transition is found to be a red shift,
in agreement with experiments. The red shift is the result of a decrease of the diﬀerence between
the energy centroids of the 5d1 and 4f 1 conﬁgurations and an increase of the eﬀective ligand ﬁeld
on the Ce-5d shell associated with electronic eﬀects of La substituting for Y. These eﬀects are
mitigated by the ligand ﬁeld decrease associated with the local expansion around Ce, which gives
a blue shift contribution of a smaller value. The behavior of the energy diﬀerence between the
centroids of the conﬁgurations cannot be anticipated by the usual model for this quantity, in spite
of its usefulness to rationalize 5d → 4f luminescences. The second 4f → 5d transition is found to
be blue shifted upon La-codoping, also in agreement with experiments.
PACS numbers: 71.55.-i, 61.72.-y, 61.72.J-, 61.72.S-, 71.23.An, 71.70.-d, 78.55.-m
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Yttrium aluminum garnet Y3 Al5 O12 , or YAG, doped with Ce3+ is a blue-to-yellow downconverter phosphor used in white light solid-state lighting devices.1,2 Controlling the color
of these devices is considered one of the important issues governing the success of these
technologies3 and one of the methods used for this purpose is codoping.4–7 Codopants are
long ago known to be able to act as co-activators6 and as wavelength shifters.1,8–10 In the
case of Ce:YAG, Gd3+ and La3+ are known to shift the 5d → 4f yellow luminescence of the
Ce3+ defects to longer wavelengths (red shift), whereas codoping with Ga3+ and In3+ shifts
the luminescence to shorter wavelengths (blue shift).1,4,8–10 The eﬀects of these codopants
on the 4f → 5d absorptions have not deserved the same attention as the luminescence. In
this respect, the early experiments of Blasse and Bril1 already showed the same red and
blue shifts of the ﬁrst 4f → 5d absortion band upon Gd and Ga codoping, respectively.
Interestingly, the second 4f → 5d absortion band was shown to experience the opposite
shifts: blue shift upon Gd codoping and red shift upon Ga codoping.
Not much is known on the details of the relationship between the structure of the local
defects and the red or blue shift induced by codoping, but an empirical rule states that
substitutions of the dodecahedral Y3+ by larger ions gives red shift whereas substitutions of
the octahedral Al3+ by larger ions gives blue shift of the Ce3+ 5d → 4f luminescence (and
of the ﬁrst 4f → 5d absortion) in Ce:YAG.4,9,10 However, the lattice constant increases in
both types of substitutions9 and this complicates the interpretations based on the changes
in the local crystal ﬁeld around the Ce3+ 5d shell created by the codopings.
The red shift of the transition between the lowest 4f 1 and 5d1 levels of Ce:YAG upon
Gd and La codoping has been attributed to induced lattice distortions in the neighborhood
of Ce.7,10 The detailed distortions are unknown experimentally. It is known that the larger
ionic radii of Gd3+ and of La3+ with respect to Y3+ make the lattice constant increase after
this type of doping7,9 and it has been interpreted that, together with the lattice expansion,
the dopings create local compressions around Ce, which increase the ligand ﬁeld acting on
the Ce-5d shell and, consequently, lower the ﬁrst 5d1 level with respect to the 4f 1 ground
state.7
In these circumstances, ﬁrst-principles calculations can help understanding the mechanisms that govern the light wavelength shifts upon codoping, because they can provide the
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simultaneous knowledge of the local structures of the substitutional defects at the atomistic
level and of the energies of the electronic transitions involved in the luminescence, and,
accordingly, of their mutual dependence. This paper is addressed at linking the structural
changes induced in Ce:YAG by La-codoping with the energy diﬀerences between the local
states of the Ce defects of main character Ce3+ -4f 1 and Ce3+ -5d1 that are responsible for
the absorptions and luminescences of the Ce:YAG and Ce,La:YAG materials. Since both La
and Gd produce the same qualitative shifts in Ce:YAG and they are expected to do it for
a common reason,10 we think the conclusions of this study can be extended to the eﬀects
of Gd-codoping. Gd-codoping of Ce:YAG is, however, more complicated to handle than
La-codoping from the computational point of view, due to the large number of open-shell
electrons in Gd3+ .
We report periodic-boundary-conditions density-functional-theory (DFT)11,12 calculations on the atomistic structures of Ce:YAG (Y2.875 Ce0.125 Al5 O12 ) and Ce,La:YAG
(Y2.75 Ce0.125 La0.125 Al5 O12 ) in their ground states, and wave function based calculations on
the ground and excited states of the (CeO8 )13− and (CeO8 Al2 O4 )15− embedded clusters,
under the eﬀects of embedding potentials of YAG and La:YAG, using the previous atomistic
structures. The latter start with complete-active-space self-consistent-ﬁeld (CASSCF)13–15
calculations, which provide optimum (occupied and virtual) orbitals for the embedded clusters in their ground and excited states, and continue with second-order many-body perturbation theory (CASPT2)16–19 calculations, which provide the ground and excited state
energies of the embedded clusters involved in the Ce3+ 4f → 5d optical absorptions.
The calculations show that La-codoping induces a strongly anisotropic distortion around
the Ce defects which is an expansion in overall. Also, it induces a red shift of the ﬁrst Ce3+
4f → 5d absorption which is in agreement with the experiments. The factors that govern
the red shift are clariﬁed by means of the analysis of the evolution of these absorptions
with the structural and electronic changes induced by La-codoping. The second 4f → 5d
absorption is found to experience a blue shift.
The details of the calculations are presented in Sec. II, the results are discussed and
analyzed in Sec. III and the conclusions presented in Sec. IV.
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II.

DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS

The

atomistic

structures

of

the

doped

materials

Y2.875 Ce0.125 Al5 O12

and

Y2.75 Ce0.125 La0.125 Al5 O12 have been obtained with the periodic boundary conditions
self-consistent SIESTA method,20,21 using density functional theory11,12 (DFT) within
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as formulated by Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof22,23 (PBE). We used norm-conserving pseudopotentials24 in the KleinmanBylander form.25 For Y, Al, and O, we used those previously generated and used in pure
YAG;26 for Ce and La we generated here their relativistic version27 for the reference
conﬁgurations Ce3+ (5s2 4p6 4f 1 ) and La3+ (5s2 4p6 ).

Nonlinear partial-core corrections28

and semicore states to account for large core-valence overlap have been used for Y and
La. Atomic basis sets of double-ζ plus polarization quality have been used for all atoms:
Y(5s5s′ 4p4p′ 5p4d4d′ ), Al(3s3s′ 3p3p′ 3d), O(2s2s′ 2p2p′ 3d), Ce(5s6s6s′ 5p5p′ 6p5d5d′ 4f ), and
La(5s6s6s′ 5p5p′ 6p5d5d′ 4f ). The basis sets of Y, Al, and O have been generated in Ref. 26
and those of Ce and La have been optimized here in a similar manner, using the ﬁctitious
enthalpy method of Anglada et al.29 in CeAlO3 and LaAlO3 perovskites (with lattice
constants a =3.82 Å and 3.74 Å respectively). The charge density has been projected on
a uniform grid in real space, with an equivalent plane-wave cutoﬀ of 380 Ry, in order to
calculate the exchange-correlation and Hartree matrix elements. Total energy calculations
have been converged with respect to k-space integration; a k grid cutoﬀ of 15.0 Bohr was
used.
All geometry optimizations have been performed without imposing any symmetry restrictions in the positions of all atoms in the unit cell, using a conjugate gradient method, with a
force tolerance of 0.04 eV/Å. Starting geometries were generated from the computed atomistic structure of perfect YAG26 (a=12.114 Å, x(O)=-0.036, y(O)=0.0519 and z(O)=0.1491,
in good agreement with experiment,30 ) upon subsitution of Y atoms by Ce and La atoms to
generate the single and double substitutional defects. We have explored the change in the
volume of the unit cell produced by the substitutional by allowing the cell to breath after
optimization of a defect. The small lattice constant increment found in Ce:YAG, +0.11%,
made us neglect lattice expansion eﬀects on the defect structures.
The optical absorption energies corresponding to the Ce3+ 4f → 4f , 4f → 5d, and
4f → 6s transitions in Ce:YAG and Ce,La:YAG have been calculated with embedded clus4

ter wave function based methods. For this purpose, the (CeO8 )13− and (CeO8 Al2 O4 )15−
clusters were embedded in ab initio model potential (AIMP)31 representations of the pure
and La-doped hosts YAG and La:YAG. The ﬁrst of these clusters is made of the Ce ion
and its ﬁrst eightfold oxygen coordination. The second cluster includes two additional AlO2
atomic sets chosen in such a manner that the two AlO4 moieties that share two oxygens each
with the CeO8 unit are included in the cluster (Fig. 1). The AIMP embedding potential of
YAG, which includes electrostatic, exchange, and Pauli repulsion interactions between the
cluster and its environment, was produced according to the prescriptions in Ref. 32. The
embedding AIMP of La3+ was taken from Ref. 33. In the (CeO8 )13− and (CeO8 Al2 O4 )15− embedded clusters, spin-orbit free relativistic calculations have been performed using atomistic
structures resulting from ground state periodic DFT calculations described above. Bonding, static and dynamic correlation, and scalar relativistic eﬀects are taken into account in
state-average complete active space self consistent ﬁeld (SA-CASSCF)13–15 plus multistate
second-order perturbation theory (MS-CASPT2)16–19 calculations performed with a scalar
relativistic many-electron Hamiltonian. These calculations are performed with the program
MOLCAS.34 Spin-orbit coupling eﬀects are missing in these calculations, but their eﬀect
on the 4f → 5d transitions of Ce:YAG, which are the focus of this paper, are known to
be a uniform increment of around 1000 cm−1 with negligible dependence on the atomistic
structure.35
In the SA-CASSCF calculations, a [4f, 5d, 6s]1 CAS was used, meaning that the wave
functions are conﬁguration interaction (CI) wave functions of all conﬁgurations whith the
unpaired electron occupying one of the thirteen molecular orbitals of main character Ce-4f ,
Ce-5d, and Ce-6s. The molecular orbitals are chosen so as to minimize the average energy of
the thirteen states. No symmetry was used in these calculations. Nevertheless, in Ce:YAG,
a local D2 site is found and the states can be classiﬁed as follows: the ﬁrst seven states
result from the splitting of the 4f 1 −2 F atomic term (12 A, 12 B1 , 22 B1 , 12 B2 , 22 B2 , 12 B3 ,
and 22 B3 ), ﬁve states well above result from the splitting of the 5d1 −2 D atomic term (22 A,
32 A, 32 B1 , 32 B2 , and 32 B3 ), and a ﬁnal state is linked to the 6s1 −2 S atomic term (42 A). In
Ce,La:YAG, the point symmetry is lost and the thirteen states belong to the only irreducible
representation of the point group C1 . They are classiﬁed as 1 − 132 A, although the relative
energies of the 4f 1 , 5d1 , and 6s1 conﬁgurations are mantained, as we will see later, and
1 − 72 A are basically of Ce-4f 1 character, 8 − 122 A are basically of Ce-5d1 character, and
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132 A of Ce-6s1 character. Using the CASSCF (conﬁguration interaction) wave functions and
the (occupied and virtual) molecular orbitals, MS-CASPT2 calculations are done where the
dynamic correlation eﬀects (which are missisng at the CASSCF level) of the 5s, 5p, 4f and
5d electrons of Cerium and the 2s and 2p electrons of the eight Oxygen atoms are added.
In these calculations, a relativistic eﬀective core potential ([Kr] core) and a
(14s10p10d8f 3g)/[6s5p6d4f 1g] Gaussian valence basis set from Ref. 36 was used for Ce.
For O, a [He] eﬀective core potential and a (5s6p1d)/[3s4p1d] valence basis set from Ref. 37
was used, extended with one p-type diﬀuse function for anion38 and one d-type polarisation function.39 For Al, we used a [Ne] core potential and a (7s6p1d)/[2s3p1d] valence
basis set from Ref. 37, which includes one d-type polarisation function.39 Extra basis set
funtions were added in order to improve the degree of orthogonality achieved between the
cluster molecular orbitals and the environmental orbitals: the Y3+ 3d, 4s, 4p and the Al3+
2s, 2p atomic orbitals of all Y and Al next to the cluster in Ce:YAG, as obtained in selfconsistent embedded-ions calculations on YAG,35 plus the La3+ 4d, 5s, 5p atomic orbitals of
the La codopant in Ce,La:YAG, as obtained in self-consistent embedded-ions calculations
on LaMnO3 .33 These type of calculations, as well as embedding potentials, eﬀective core potentials, and basis sets have previously been used in ﬁrst-principles simulations of Ce:YAG
absorption and luminescence35 and they are available from the authors.40

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The most relevant interatomic distances in the structures of the single substitutional CeY
defect in Y2.875 Ce0.125 Al5 O12 and of the most stable double substitutional CeY -LaY defect
in Y2.75 Ce0.125 La0.125 Al5 O12 , according to the DFT calculations, are shown in Table I. The
binding energy between two single defects to form one double defect is 0.059 eV (5.7 kJ/mol).
The stress energy of the double defect is 0.465 eV (44.8 kJ/mol); this is the energy descent
when all atoms relax their positions after Ce substitutes one Y and La substitutes another
Y. This value is only slightly larger than the sum of the stress energies of the individual
defects CeY and LaY , 0.448 eV (43.3 kJ/mol). The diﬀerence (0.017 eV, 1.5 kJ/mol) can be
subtracted from the double defect binding energy to give the binding energy between the
stressed (unrelaxed) single CeY and LaY defects to form the stressed double CeY -LaY defect:
0.042 eV (4.2 kJ/mol). CeY is in a local site with D2 point symmetry, with four short Ce-O
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distances (2.373 Å) and four long Ce-O distances (2.468 Å). Among all the CeY -LaY double
substitutional defects that correspond to one CeY and one LaY per YAG unit cell, the one
where the impurities substitute for the two closest Y atoms results to be the most stable. In
other words, according to these calculations, the Ce and La impurities tend to be as close as
possible in Ce,La:YAG. The data in Table I reveal that, after the preferred substitutions, Ce
and La rearrange themselves and their local environments in such a way that their distance
shifts 0.01 Å away from the original Y-Y distance, and the ﬁrst coordination shell of Ce
suﬀers an overall expansion (of 0.010 Å on average). On average, the four nearest oxygens
to Ce in Ce:YAG experience an expansion of 0.019 Å, whereas the other four, more distant
oxygens maintain their distance as in Ce:YAG (average expansion of 0.001 Å). One of the
latter gets 0.008 Å closer to Ce. The ﬁnal image is one of La-codoping producing a strongly
anisotropic expansion around CeY . This anisotropy makes it very diﬃcult to predict the
relative shifts of the individual levels of the Ce3+ -4f 1 and Ce3+ -5d1 conﬁgurations with
simple arguments.
In Table II, we show the energies of the levels of the Ce-4f 1 , Ce-5d1 , and Ce-6s1 conﬁgurations relative to the ground state, as calculated in this work. The shifts experienced by
these levels in Ce:YAG upon La-codoping have been calculated as the diﬀerence between
the results of the (CeO8 Al2 O4 )15− cluster embedded in the AIMP embedding potentials of
Ce,La:YAG and Ce:YAG (7th and 5th columns of the Table, respectively), using the atomic
coordinates of the two materials that resulted from the previous periodic DFT calculations.
Although we also performed calculations on a smaller (CeO8 )13− embedded cluster, we
found very similar results not only for the overall results (the ﬁrst 4f → 5d transition was
predicted to have a 243 cm−1 red shift instead of the 220 cm−1 red shift predicted with the
larger cluster, and the second a 543 cm−1 blue shift instead of 586 cm−1 ), but also on the
analysis of contributions that will be shown below, all of it leading to the same qualitative
conclusions. Accordingly, here we only present and discuss the results on the larger cluster
(CeO8 Al2 O4 )15− .
The results on the smaller (CeO8 )13− cluster can, however, be compared with previous
CASPT2 calculations performed on the same embedded cluster,35 shown in the third column
of Table II, in order to see the eﬀects of the diﬀerent optimized structures (embedded
cluster CASPT235 and periodic DFT structures) on the 4f 1 and 5d1 levels, because the
atomistic structure is the basic diﬀerence between the two calculations. As we see in the
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third and fourth columns, the results are very similar and their diﬀerences are only of a
minor importance, which reﬂects the similarities between both structures and supports the
expectation that the conclusions attained in this paper would hold if the structures of the
substitutional defects in the doped (Ce:YAG) and the codoped (Ce,La:YAG) materials were
obtained in large embedded cluster CASPT2 calculations.
Before we discuss the shift of the 4f → 5d transitions, we would like to make a remark on
the energy of the third 5d1 level of Ce:YAG, which is a 32 A level in the D2 point symmetry
group at a spin-orbit free level of calculation. As we see, all the calculations give this level
above 47000 cm−1 , no matter the source of atomistic structure and the size of the cluster.
Since spin-orbit coupling is expected to increase its energy by around 1000 cm−1 ,35 we must
conclude that the ab initio calculations do not support assignments of a level found in
some experiments at around 37000 cm−1 to the third 5d1 level.7,41 Although early ab initio
calculations gave a much lower energy for this level (42600 cm−1 ),42 which could apparently
justify the assignment, they lacked dynamic correlation eﬀects within the (CeO8 )13− cluster,
which are very important for spectroscopic calculations, and they used a crude embedding
potential for YAG, just made of point-charges, which is now known to be insuﬃcient for
these materials.43 The mentioned assignment has also been revised by Tanner et al.,44 who
concluded that the 37000 cm−1 band is not due to Ce3+ and supported the earlier assignment
of Blasse and Bril,1 also made by Zhao et al.,45 of a level between 44000 and 44800 cm−1
as the third 5d1 level. Our present calculations reaﬃrm the previous ab initio calculations
of Ref. 35 and give a solid support to such an assignment. The overall agreement with
experimental 4f → 5d absorptions remains as reasonable as in Ref. 35, having in mind that
the ﬁrst of them (22 A) lies at 21700-22000 cm−1 and the second (32 B3 ) at 29400 cm−1 (Refs. 1
and 45). The fourth and ﬁfth absorptions (32 B2 and 32 B1 respectively) are hidden by the
host absorption. So far, no detailed observations of zero-phonon lines or peak maxima have
been done on the 4f 1 and 6s1 levels.
Let us now discuss the shifts of the 4f → 5d transitions of Ce:YAG upon La-codoping.
As we see in Table II, the present calculations predict a red shift (of 220 cm−1 ) of the ﬁrst of
these absorptions, which is the one that corresponds to the observed emission of the material.
This is in agreement with experiments. In eﬀect, red shifts of the 5d → 4f luminescence
of Ce:YAG have been found to appear as a consequence of La-codoping,8 as well as of
Gd-codoping,1,4,8–10 and red shift of the ﬁrst 4f → 5d absorption has also been observed
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upon Gd-codoping.1 The reasons behind the shifts are thought to be mostly structural and
the same for Gd and La codopings;7,8 we will analyze below these reasons in the case of
Ce,La:YAG.
Detailed quantitative comparisons between experimental and theoretical values of the red
shifts cannot be made because absorption experiments in the speciﬁc material studied in this
paper, Y2.75 Ce0.125 La0.125 Al5 O12 , are missing and the shifts are known to be quantitatively
diﬀerent for La and Gd codoping,8 for absorption and emission,1 and for diﬀerent codopant
concentrations.7,9 In any case, we think the computed red shift might be overestimated,
because Tien et al.9 obtanied an approximate rate of 80 cm−1 red shift per 10 atom % of Gd
codoping for the excitation peak of Ce,Gd:YAG, whereas the theoretical 220 cm−1 red shift
corresponds to 4.1 atom% of La codoping and La produces smaller red shifts than Gd.8
Blasse and Bril1 also measured the eﬀect of Gd-codoping on the second 4f → 5d absorption of Ce:YAG, which resulted to be a blue shift, in opposition to the red shift of the
ﬁrst absorption. They found a 200 cm−1 blue shift upon 50 atom % of Gd codoping (from
29400 cm−1 to 29600 cm−1 ). Our result in Table II is also a blue shift for La-codoping. As
before, we think the value of 586 cm−1 is overestimated. The fact that the shifts of the two
ﬁrst 5d1 levels have opposite signs is an indication of the strong anisotropy of the eﬀects of
the present codopings, because both states would be expected to shift more or less uniformly
under isotropic perturbations, such as uniform increments or decrements of the ligand ﬁeld.
Shifts of higher 5d1 states, as well as of 4f 1 and 6s1 states, upon codoping have not been
reported, to the best of our knowledge. The calculations predict much smaller shifts of the
4f 1 states than the lowest 5d1 states, and a much larger shift of the 6s1 state.
Given that the ﬁrst-principles calculations provide the right signs of the shifts, not only
of the ﬁrst 4f → 5d transition (which supports that of the 5d → 4f luminescence), but
also of the second 4f → 5d transition, it is interesting to analyze the reasons behind the
shifts, specially because the interpretation by means of an increase of the ligand ﬁeld as a
consequence of a local compression around Ce (Ref. 7) is not supported by the ﬁrst-principles
structures calculated here and shown above. We must keep in mind that the eﬀective ligand
ﬁeld on the 5d shell, as measured by the 5d shell splitting, does not only result from the
distances between ligands and Ce, but also from bonding and electronic eﬀects in general.
Besides, not only the eﬀective ligand ﬁeld on Ce can change upon La-codoping, but also the
energy diﬀerence between the averages of the 5d1 and 4f 1 manifolds (5d1 and 4f 1 centroids),
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and both of them can contribute to the red shift of the ﬁrst transition and the blue shift of
the second.
We can use the diagram of Fig. 2 in order to analyze the diﬀerent contributions of codoping
on the individual 4f → 5d transitons. According to the diagram, the transition energy
between the lowest states of the Ce-4f 1 and Ce-5d1 electronic conﬁgurations, which we will
call here 1 − 4f 1 and 1 − 5d1 for simplicity, can be expressed as the sum of a centroid
contribution and a ligand-ﬁeld contribution,
∆E(1 − 4f 1 → 1 − 5d1 ) = ∆Ecentroid (4f 1 → 5d1 ) + ∆Eligand−field (1 − 4f 1 → 1 − 5d1 ) . (1)
The centroid contribution is the energy diﬀerence between the averages of the two conﬁgurations,
∆Ecentroid (4f 1 → 5d1 ) =

1 ∑
1 ∑
E(i − 5d1 ) −
E(i − 4f 1 ) ,
5 i=1,5
7 i=1,7

(2)

and the ligand-ﬁeld contribution is the diﬀerence between the stabilization energies of the
initial and the ﬁnal states with respect to their conﬁgurational averages,
∆Eligand−field (1 − 4f 1 → 1 − 5d1 ) = ∆ELF (1 − 4f 1 ) − ∆ELF (1 − 5d1 ) ,

(3)

∆ELF (1 − 4f 1 ) =

1 ∑
E(i − 4f 1 ) − E(1 − 4f 1 ) ,
7 i=1,7

(4)

∆ELF (1 − 5d1 ) =

1 ∑
E(i − 5d1 ) − E(1 − 5d1 ) .
5 i=1,5

(5)

∆ELF (1 − 4f 1 ) and ∆ELF (1 − 5d1 ) are a measure of the eﬀective ligand ﬁeld strengths on the
4f and 5d shells, respectively. The same analysis can be applyed to any of the individual
4f → 5d transitions.
The results of this analysis, as applied to the ﬁrst and second 4f → 5d transitions of
Ce,La:YAG, is shown in the last column of Table III. In this Table, we also include the
energy levels and their analysis in three additional calculations, A, B, and C, which serve
to analyze the eﬀects of: (1) the distortion of the ﬁrst coordination shell of Ce, (2) the
distortion of the rest of the lattice, and (3) the electronic eﬀects brought about by La. In
calculation A, the CASSCF/CASPT2 calculations on the embedded (CeO8 Al2 O4 )15− cluster
correspond to Ce:YAG. In other words, its atomic coordinates are those it has in Ce:YAG
10

and its embedding potential is that of Ce:YAG. In calculation B, the only change with
respect to A is the set of atomic coordinates of the (CeO8 Al2 O4 )15− cluster, which are
the ones it has in Ce,La:YAG. The changes from A to B are the direct eﬀects of the ﬁrst
coordination shell distortion. In C, the atomic coordinates of the embedding potentials are
those in Ce,La:YAG but we keep using the embedding potential of the Y3+ ion instead of the
one of La3+ , so that the changes from B to C are only due to long-range lattice distortions.
Finally, in D we substitute the Y3+ embedding potential by the one of La3+ , so arriving to
the real calculation on Ce,La:YAG. The changes from C to D are solely due to the electronic
eﬀects of the LaY substitutional defect. The analysis of these eﬀects are shown in Table IV.
In the last column of Table IV, we can see that the red shift of the ﬁrst 4f → 5d transition
(-220 cm−1 ) has signiﬁcant ligand ﬁeld contributions (-97 cm−1 ) and centroid contributions
(-123 cm−1 ), in similar amounts. The centroid contribution is dominated by the structural
distortions (-101 cm−1 ) and, among them, by the ﬁrst-shell distortion (-77 cm−1 ). On
the other hand, the ligand ﬁeld contribution to the red shift is not due to the structural
distortions induced by codoping, but to the electronic eﬀects of La itself (-149 cm−1 ); in
fact, the contribution from the structural distortions is a blue shift (+52 cm−1 ) that results
from a reduction of the eﬀective ligand ﬁeld on the 5d shell, which is consistent with the
average expansion experienced by the eight oxygens of the ﬁrst coordination shell of Ce and
the rest of the lattice upon La-codoping. This expansion is, in turn, consistent with the fact
that the lattice constant of Ce:YAG has been found to increase with Gd and La codoping.7,9
The blue shift of the second 4f → 5d transition (586 cm−1 ) is mostly due to ligand
ﬁeld eﬀects (709 cm−1 ), which result mainly from an important rising of the 2 − 5d1 level
among the 5d1 manifold (of 659 cm−1 with respect to the 5d1 centroid), most of it due to
the ﬁrst-shell distortion. This result, put together with the small eﬀect that the lattice
distortions have on the eﬀective 5d ligand ﬁeld, as we have seen above, indicate large ligand
ﬁeld anisotropies induced by the La-codoping.
It is also remarkable that the 4f − 5d centroid, ∆Ecentroid (4f 1 → 5d1 ), is lower upon
La-codoping in spite of the fact that the ligands expand around Ce, because the only model
which is under use for this quantity, to the best of our knowledge, is that of Judd and
Morrison46–48 and, according to it, the 4f − 5d centroid should increase when the distances
Ce-O increase. In this model, the centroid is exclusively due to the diﬀerent ligand (oxygen)
polarization by a Ce-4f and a Ce-5d electron and the distance between the electron and the
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Ce nucleus is assumed to be negligible with respect to the Ce-O distance. This model is useful
for a rationalization of 4f −5d centroids of lanthanide ions in many hosts49 but, according to
these ﬁrst-principles calculations, it can be misleading if used for predicting small centroid
shifts associated to small ligand distortions around lanthanides. Similar limitations of the
model have been found in previous ab initio calculations.50

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We have performed ﬁrst-principles DFT calculations on the structure of the single substitutional CeY and double substitutional CeY -LaY defects in Ce:YAG and Ce,La:YAG,
respectively, and CASSCF/CASPT2 wave function embedded cluster calculations on the
Ce-4f 1 and Ce-5d1 manifolds of the same materials. The calculations show that La-codoping
Ce:YAG causes a strongly anisotropic overall expansion of the atomistic structure around
the Ce impurities and a red shift of the lowest Ce3+ 4f → 5d transition, together with a
blue shift of the second transition of this type. Both shifts are in agreement with experimental observations of La3+ and Gd3+ induced shifts.1,7,9 The red shift of the ﬁrst 4f → 5d
transition has been shown to be the result of a decrease of the diﬀerence between the energy centroids of the 5d1 and 4f 1 conﬁgurations and an increase of the eﬀective ligand ﬁeld
on the Ce-5d shell associated with electronic eﬀects of La substituting for Y. These eﬀects
are mitigated by the ligand ﬁeld decrease associated with the local expansion around Ce,
which gives a blue shift contribution of a smaller value. The change of the energy diﬀerence
between the centroids of the conﬁgurations could not be anticipated by the usual model for
this quantity,46,47 in spite of its usefulness to rationalize 5d → 4f luminescences.49
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TABLE I: Selected interatomic distances, in Å, in the CeY subsitutional defect in Ce:YAG and in
the most stable CeY -LaY double substitutional defect in Ce,La:YAG. Oxygen labels correspond to
Figure 1. Distance changes around CeY induced by La-codoping are given in parentheses.
Ce:YAG

Ce,La:YAG

d(Ce-Y)

3.718

d(Ce-La)

d(Ce-OB )

2.373

d(Ce-OB )
d(Ce-O1 )
d(Ce-O4 )
d(Ce-O5 )

d(Ce-OA )

2.468

d(Ce-OA )
d(Ce-O2 )
d(Ce-O3 )
d(Ce-O6 )

3.728 (+0.010)
Oxygens of type 1
2.427 (+0.054)
d(La-OA )
2.385 (+0.012)
d(La-Oa )
2.374 (+0.001)
d(La-Oc )
2.383 (+0.010)
d(La-Oe )
Oxygens of type 2
2.470 (+0.002)
d(La-OB )
2.460 (-0.008)
d(La-Ob )
2.513 ( 0.000)
d(La-Od )
2.477 (+0.009)
d(La-Of )
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2.417
2.412
2.399
2.416
2.482
2.522
2.510
2.524

TABLE II: Relative energies of the levels of the Ce-4f 1 , Ce-5d1 , and Ce-6s1 conﬁgurations of the
materials Ce:YAG and Ce,La:YAG and their shift induced by La-codoping Ce:YAG. All numbers
in cm−1 .
Material:
Embedded cluster:
D2

Ce:YAG
(CeO8 )13− (CeO8 )13− (CeO8 Al2 O4 )15−
Ref. 35 This work
This work

C1

Ce,La:YAG
(CeO8 Al2 O4 )15−
This work
Shift

4f 1 levels

5d1

1 2 B2
1 2 B3
1 2 B1
1 2A
2 2 B1
2 2 B2
2 2 B3

0
280
440
620
700
710
2710

0
274
290
518
577
638
2530

0
38
202
416
443
516
2419

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2 2A
3 2 B3
3 2A
3 2 B2
3 2 B1

23010
30670
47040
51600
52840

24887
30187
48080
49705
52568

23853
30169
48112
48700
52221

67133

61214

2A

0
62
248
490
541
620
2422

25
46
74
98
104
4

8 2A
9 2A
10 2 A
11 2 A
12 2 A

23633
30756
47659
49267
51376

-220
586
-454
567
-845

13 2 A

63110

1896

2A
2A
2A
2A
2A
2A

levels

6s1 level
4 2A
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TABLE III: 4f 1 , 5d1 , and 6s1 levels of the (CeO8 Al2 O4 )15− cluster in several embedding potentials.

Cluster coordinates
Embedding coordinates
Embedding potential on LaY

Calculation
B
C
Ce,La:YAG
Ce,La:YAG
Ce:YAG
Ce,La:YAG
Y
Y

A
Ce:YAG
Ce:YAG
Y

13 2 A

4f 1 levels
0
38
202
416
443
516
2419
5d1 levels
23853
30169
48112
48700
52221
6s1 level
61214

∆Ecentroid (4f 1 → 5d1 )
∆ELF (1 − 4f 1 )
∆ELF (1 − 5d1 )
∆Eligand−field (1 − 4f 1 → 1 − 5d1 )
∆ELF (2 − 5d1 )
∆Eligand−field (1 − 4f 1 → 2 − 5d1 )

40035
576
16758
-16182
10442
-9866

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2A
2A
2A
2A
2A
2A
2A

8 2A
9 2A
10 2 A
11 2 A
12 2 A
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D
Ce,La:YAG
Ce,La:YAG
La

0
43
218
455
498
562
2382

0
52
228
458
503
585
2390

0
62
248
490
541
620
2422

23861
30678
47660
49157
51402

23803
30690
47659
49123
51404

23633
30756
47659
49267
51376

62566

62186

63110

39958
594
16691
-16097
9874
-9280

39933
603
16733
-16130
9846
-9243

39912
626
16905
-16279
9782
-9156

TABLE IV: Analysis of the ﬁrst and second 4f → 5d transitions’ shift from Ce:YAG to Ce,La:YAG.
All numbers in cm−1 .

∆Ecentroid (4f 1 → 5d1 )
∆ELF (1 − 4f 1 )
∆ELF (1 − 5d1 )
∆Eligand−field
∆E
∆ELF (2 − 5d1 )
∆Eligand−field
∆E

Contributions
First-shell distortion
Full distortion
-77
-101
18
26
1 − 4f 1 → 1 − 5d1 transition
-68
-25
85
52
8
-50
1 − 4f 1 → 2 − 5d1 transition
-568
-596
586
623
509
521
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La
-22
24

All
-123
50

173
-149
-170

147
-97
-220

-63
87
65

-659
709
586

FIG. 1: Above: Representation of the most stable CeY -LaY disubstitutiona defect.

Below:

(CeO8 Al2 O4 )15− (solid line) and (CeO8 )13− (dashed line) embedded clusters used in this work.

FIG. 2: Schematic representation of the 4f 1 and 5d1 manifolds of the CeY substitutional defect in
Ce:YAG.
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Figure 1 Muñoz-Garcı́a et al.
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Figure 2 Muñoz-Garcı́a et al.
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